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{approach}

01
a new [form]

There is a change in the paradigm of architecture and the approach toward the
development of forms. A change that
strives to get past the shallow ascetic of
Post modernism and its view of architects
as the generators of forms whose priority is appearance not performance. This
change continues the movement away
from the shallow facade of Post modernism toward a priority of performance and
accuracy in architecture. By this, I mean
an architecture that serves its users better,
and attempts to accurately address the issues & needs of the user.
While performance based design is not a
new concept, it can be applied in a way
never possible before. The age of computation in architecture and its part that it
plays in the design process is continually
changing. It continues to become less a
tool used to draw and more a integral part
in the development of design and the direct form of architecture. With the quick
implementation of these tools into specific bits and pieces of the design process
there is still a gap between its current uses
and its potential. This potential is what this
project strives to explore. In a world moving away from shallow ascetic and toward
performative space, how can architects
produce a more accurate & performative
architecture? The answer lies in the information we have access to and what it can
tell us about our users and our context.
For the better we know our users and context, the better we are poised to produce a
quality architectural product.
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“This new paradigm
can be understood as
an attempt to overcome the scenography of Postmodernism. It aims to locate
architectural
discourse within a more
objective framework
where efficient use of
resources supersedes
the aesthetic indulgences of works that
previously came under the broad heading
of Postmodernism…
…all of which privilege
appearance over performance.” (Leach)

introduction to data

With the ever expanding web, data is becoming more available now more than
ever[1]. We now have access to details
of all properties within a city, terrain data
for the entire earth, Detailed Census Data,
economic statistics, crime statistics and
human opinion. We now have the ability
to see every intimate detail of hundreds
of millions of peoples lives. We can see
images of almost anywhere on the earth
Whether it be through satellite images or
images taken on a family vacation. We can
access statistical data that tells us what
people are thinking on politics and other
issues. We can find the answer to almost
any medical question imaginable. So what
do we do with it?

[1] graphic showing how much data google

processes compared to other measurements.(Anderson)
objective
interpretation

form

architect
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01
a new process

Specific to architecture, we are stuck in a
process of ego[1]. A process that relies
less on the user of the space and more on
the personal aesthetics of the architect; or
the aesthetics of the user filtered through
the architect. This can be referred to as
the “Architect as god” mentality. A process
that produces forms driven by their maker. Conversely, a process that produces
forms driven by their users and context is
needed. Rather that buildings as forms
from their maker, I seek to find ways to
develop form based on the massive data
resources we are fortunate to have today.
These resources are a great window into
the world of the human condition and tell
use more than we could ever want to know
about humans, and the way they prefer to
live. Using these resources, we can begin
to drive architectural form by attaching the
data to building elements. This produces
forms that are based directly on its users
rather than on the architects loose interpretation of their needs. Therefore the goal
of this process is to seek a more “accurate
form of architecture”. An architecture that
serves its users better, because it “knows”
its users better.
“Within contemporary architectural design, a significant shift in emphasis can be
detected – a move away from an architecture based on purely visual concerns
towards an architecture justified by its
performance. Structural, constructional,
economic, environmental and other parameters that were once secondary concerns have become primary – are now being embraced as positive inputs within the
design process from the outset.” (Leach)
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architect generates form

form
architect

subjective
translation

[1] the architect in this process gathers all of

his site analysis data, user input, etc. and
“absorbs” it to produce a concept or approach. Out of this, the form is derived.

architect designs framework that generates form

objective
digital
framework translation

architect

[2] the architect in this process designs a
framework with parameters. Into this,
analysis data, user input, etc. can be
plugged in to produce the resulting form.

form

identifying issues

The question then becomes how do we
do this? It is easy to say “architecture
driven by data” but how does one actually
produce form based on values? There are
several problems with this line of thinking,
and most lie in the implementation of this
type of strategy. The largest probably being,
How do we actually “use” the data?
The answer? Through the establishment of
a framework. A framework that uses values to drive specific parameters of building elements. More on this later, but talking about how to accomplish this though,
the data needs a general format which can
be easily attached and used in the general
practice of this strategy. This process of
data treatment is a two step process.
1. Any and all data types are converted
into one format.
2. The resulting format is connected to
software to be given the ability to produce
form.

09

01
creating solutions

1. Fusion Tables is one of the best online
database programs on the web because
of its geospatial capabilities. That is, it orients each row within a database to the
world. This allows for the spatial analysis
of objects, and provides a way to retrieve
information based on a specific location.
This is helpful especially when it comes
to architecture because one can start to
pull information of the project’s context
and its surrounding users. This database
program allows for the many different formats to be imported including SHP files
(GIS Information), csv files(Spreadsheets),
kml files(Geometry). This fulfills the goal of
getting data into one usable format.
2. GeoCloud is the result of this exploration as a way was needed to get information from the database program and into
the software to produce form. This component library for Grasshopper (Shown on
the right) allows users to connect to Data
tables and retrieve data based on location, values, and other forms of queries.
This fulfills the need for a direct connection
from data to the form.
This effectively eliminates any barrier between the raw data that describes the
users and context, and the form that is
generated from that data. The issue that
arises out of this though is how do you
connect data & form? This is where the
line is drawn between traditional practice
of architecture, and this method. It effectively moves the architect as the designer
of frameworks and not forms. Since the
forms are driven by the data, the architect
is left to design the system that is defined
by the values plugged in, not the final form.
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Fusion Tables
Data Sources

Universalized Data

Located Data
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{designing frameworks}

02

specific to architecture

An analogy that works well with this concept is that of a automobile. All automobiles start with a basic unchanging framework that includes steering, wheels, and
axles. It also has a specific size limitation
(depending on the regulation for that type
of vehicle). All of these factors could be
considered a framework, or something to
work within. It allows for changes while
maintaining basic elements. Vehicles are
then produced based on user needs and
market demand. So while the basic framework remains unchanged, the form and
shape of the vehicle can vary quite drastically. This is the same as the concept of
frameworks this project is trying to get
across. Architects would layout the basic
framework and parameters for the building to fit within. Then the form would be
driven by its context and users. The stark
difference between vehicles and architecture also makes the argument for this type
of process. And that is buildings are much
more complex than vehicles. While their
parts may be more complex, there are
many more variables when it comes to a
typical building. Human intuition can handle much and this and, no one can argue,
does a fine job. The objective is not to get
a computer to design an entire building.
Rather, the objective is to use computation to aid in the processes it is good at.
Finding solutions to quantitative problems
is one of its strengths, where as lifestyle
and feel is not. This creates a team between architect and computer and allows
the architect to layout a framework using
intuition and then fill it in with form using
computation.
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Designing Frameworks

What is a framework?

It is a basic structure underlying a system
or concept. In this case it is the structure
of a system based on given parameters
that generate architectural form.

The Idea...

The generated framework could be applied to any site to produce a architectural
product based on its users and context.

Will it produce a better product?
15
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possible parameters

Frameworks are made up of many parameters. The assumption is that these parameters can be given values, and based
on those values they can perform some
action. Connecting to this data was discussed previously, but now focus will be
put on how we can use certain data types
to drive specific building components.
The table to the right shows many different data sources, all of them cleaned and
put into the projects universal database.
These data sources lye within one of three
general categories: 1. contextual data 2.
Demographics 3. user input. These three
categories can be applied many different
ways to a building. For example, contextual data may be used to drive the general
form of the building depending on how it
needs to twist or wrap around objects in
its context. Demographics may be used
to derive the types of units or unit layout
within a building. It also can drive the program types, the size of building and other
factors. While user input may drive many
of these elements as well.
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private
gallup.com
pub-op.com
pachube.com
government
bureau of justice statistics
bureau of transportation statistics
bureau of labor statistics
bureau of economic statistics
bureau of energy statistics
us census bureau
housing and urban development
center for education statistics
national weather service
existing data infrastructure
geographic information system (gis)

user input

program types

unit sizes

demographics

location of program

unit layout

size of building

building form and orientation

contextual data
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{framework implementation}

03

p
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Framework Implementation

see video

s
user
tial
ten
po
451 Upper Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL

location

Downtown Chicago Presents a unique
challenge for this particular process, in
that the complexities of circulation, users,
and other parameters are endless. Meaning these things must be parsed to only
include relevant information. This could be
considered part of the framework; deciding which values will drive the form.
This residential area is growing at a rapid
pace. Using the historic growth of people
moving into the city, one can project what
the demand will be in the next 5 years using
a statistical projection algorithm. Through
these results, it is determined that more
units are needed and a residential tower
would be the best program for this site. It
can also be pulled from the contextual data
that services for the surrounding 20,000+
residents are needed. Derived from the
context, the area is in need of many program types including services like groceries, restaurants, or other necessities.
These factors determine the overall program of the building to be split between
a “Live” segment and a “Serve” segment.
The “Live” (The Tower) portion will provide
condo units for residents to live, and the
“Serve” portion will provide services that
serve the building’s residents and the surrounding potential customers. This split
in program now provides two separated
user groups, and thus each will need its
own framework because while their needs
will be driven by similar parameters, they
will not be used in the same way. For example, the base may use a parameter of
human preference to determine the extent
of its customer base in the area. While the
tower may use human preference to determine the layout of each unit. This calls
for two separate frameworks.

21

03
the base

As discussed previously, the base will provide service programs to the residents of
the building and the surrounding people in
the area. This is where the process begins
to incorporate user & contextual data into
the derivation of form. In order to determine what types of programs need to be
included in the base, and how large they
need to be, a few questions need to be
answered.
1. Who is the customer base?
2. What programs exist in the area?
Knowing this information can begin to
tell what the area needs and how large it
needs to be.

square footage, program, and number of
units. Then using a automated connection to Google Maps, directions from each
surrounding building to the given site,
are drawn. Then, based on the results of
a survey to determine tolerable walking
distances, the buildings are parsed. For
example, if the average walking distance
to grab a load of groceries is 2 minutes,
then only building’s populations within a
2 minute walk of the site are included in
the population count. Buildings that are in
range, are then listed. Using the GIS data
for these buildings gives us an accurate
snapshot of the user groups demographics. As stated previously, this process is
automated so as survey results are changing and updating, so is the determined potential user group(left).

question #1

Using GIS demographics information
(shown below) one can start to estimate
the population of each building based on
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Framework Implementation

customer base

customer base

customer base
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03
the base

question #2

Using the results from the previous page,
the demographics of each user group can
be determined. These demographics are
matched with different brands for each
desired program to find the best result. An
automated Google places search is done
as well to find other programs in the area,
their size, and characteristics. Using numbers taken from each programs industry leader, one can calculate the needed
square footage of each program in the
area. For example, if there are 28,000
potential users for a grocery store, and
(National Grocers association) the ideal
grocery sqft per capita is 7.2 sqft. Then
the difference between the existing and
the needed shows how large that specific
program should be. Then, a combination
of this and the demographic information
is combined to determine which brand
would perform best in each program.

202,000 ft2

175,000 ft2

202,000 ft2

175,000 ft2

202,000 ft2

175,000 ft2

224,400 ft2

200,000 ft2

224,400 ft2

200,000 ft2

224,400 ft2

200,000 ft2

$$$$
$$$
$$
$

$$$$
$$$
$$
$
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$$$$
$$$
$$
$

Grocery Store: Barnes & Noble

Anchor Retail: Barnes & Noble

Anchor Restaurant Store: Bonefish Grill
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private

Recreation

Business

Parking

Framework Implementation

public

Retail
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Groceries

These programs are then plugged into the
base framework, which optimizes their
position based on users entry direction
to the building. In this case, a node was
created because of the amount of public
travel from both the east and west directions. Resident programs are also plugged
in to this base. The driving factor behind
the placement of these programs is driven by the entry location of the programs
potential users vs. the relation to anchor
programs with the building. For example,
the grocery store is mainly a draw for residents and outside residents. The majority
of outside residents would enter from the
second level on the west. The majority
of interior residents would enter from the
towers lobby which is on the wacker level.
Therefore, the grocery store is located on
the wacker level directly adjacent to the
tower lobby. This brings outside residents
across the circulation atrium and as they
exit the store, there are faced with smaller
retail spaces. This creates a draw for those
smaller retailers to pull from. This logic is
applied to the remaining programs fitting
them together with a larger, anchor retailer,
or an anchor restaurant providing ample
draw for the smaller venders to pull from.

Restaurant

03
the base: result

Second Level

Wacker Level

Base level

Lower Level
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03
the unit process

The framework for the tower units is
based on the typical floor size for each
floor which is derived from FAR and other
factors. The idea is through user input,
users can start to layout and determine
what their unit looks like. In a way, this
could be considered justified form in that
users wanting to cantilever outward, can
do so, but must pay for the increase cost
of structure. This can be seen in the typical floor plan below showing that as one
moves their unit outward, the $/sqft increases. The idea provides a framework
(seen below) that users can work within
to design their personal units. This framework is made up of 12’x12’x12’ modules
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which can be placed within a given grid
and assigned a program (detail about the
program types later). Associated with the
program and all of the modules are costs.
This ensures everyone is truly getting what
they paid for. This also extends into how
the units interact with their neighbors like
views, or patios. The following describes
the process of producing a unit and what
complexities arise when doing so.

Framework Implementation

download app

1| select unit type

This process begins with the selection of
unit type. Within the tower, there are two
different types of units. A standard unit
which is sandwiched by units on either
side and has a view in one direction. Or a
corner unit which has views in two directions and is placed on a corner. Each of
these has a base cost associated with it.

or...
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2 | priority selection

The priorities are then selected for the unit.
These consist of preferences that the optimization process considers when arranging the units.

Elevator Priority

The first is elevator priority. The user selects how important elevator speed and
use is to them. Choosing this as a priority
would place the unit as close to the steps
in the elevators as possible. This ensures
a quick ride up and down. Not choosing
this as a priority may open the unit up for
more desirable locations when it comes to
views and height.

Height Priority

Then, the general level is chosen by the
user and is a choice between three segments. The user can choose to be high,
not so high, or low to the ground. Again,
not choosing this as a priority opens the
user up to more desirable views or elevator rides.

View Direction Priority

The preferred view is then chosen by
the user which consists of four different
views. One in each direction. Based on
their choice, the optimization process will
put priority on this view maybe compromising a little on height and elevator to
fulfill this.
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unit programs

This list constitutes all of the programs
that users can choose from when laying
out their units.

Living Room

Living room program can be assigned to any position within the unit, and describe areas of gathering whether it be a family room, TV room, etc. A slight surcharge per sqft
depending on the distance from the placed living room program to the utilities module.

Bedroom

Program must be placed on an exterior wall to comply with international building code.
This program describes areas for sleeping & privacy such as dens offices, bedrooms,
etc. There is no surcharge on this program unless plumbing fixtures are planned to be
included. If so, there is a slight surcharge per sqft depending on the distance from the
placed bedroom program to the utilities module.

Dining Room

Dining room program can be assigned to any position within the unit, and describes
areas of gathering for eating. This could be a breakfast nook, formal dining room, etc.
There is no additional charge for this program no matter where it is placed.

Utilities & Entry

This program is standard and cannot be moved or expanded within any unit. This is
placed in the same location in every unit to optimize vertical utilities. This program provides a mechanical shaft, water heater, and other unit necessities, and is where all
utilities come into the units. It also includes a unit bathroom. Other bathrooms can be
included in the unit but this serves as a universal bathroom.

Kitchen

Kitchen program can be placed anywhere within the unit and describes areas for cooking/eating. This could be a kitchen, kitchenette, etc. An additional cost is assigned per
sqft depending on the distance from the placed program to the utilities module. This is
to cover the cost of extended plumbing.

Patio

This program allows the user to request a patio space at a specific location. When the
units are placed within the overall structure of the building, special attention will be paid
to placed the users unit at a location where the unit below has that module occupied.
This creates a patio on top of this module for the user.
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3.1| layout process

Each unit comes at a base price. The base
price is for the 6 module unit shown below (outlined in dotted grey). This base unit
can then be customized with program and
added modules. But each option has a
cost so as the user customizes they can
see their running total for the unit.

As the user customizes their
unit and extends it outward,
the cost of the unit rises accordingly to deal with cost
of the increase in structural
needs.

Required module that contains the entry to
the unit and all utilities for the unit.
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3.2 | layout process

The design of each unit is laid out by each
user. The user gives a budget and then
proceeds to program the space based on
cost of programs in a given location. For
example, if a bedroom is to be extended
into a master bedroom, the further out
the addition is, the more expensive it will
be. This eliminates the additional cost of
structure because the user is willingly/
knowingly picking up the tab.
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3.3 | layout process

Problems arise though when what is being
designed in one unit effects its neighbor
unit. For example, Each unit comes with a
uninhibited view outward but what if a view
is wanted from another side? How does
one specify a patio space when they can’t
dictate what the unit under them does?
These problems are dealt with firstly with
the optimization process, and secondly a
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bidding process. Meaning the user specifies their priority on a certain element, and
how much they are willing to pay for it.
The optimization process then attempts to
match their unit with others that would fulfill their specifications. If it is easy to match
then the user pays very little for that added
specification. Where as if it is impossible to
match, a bidding process is started, and
the priorities go to the highest bidder.

Framework Implementation

3.4 | layout submission

Once the user has laid out their unit and
all priorities have been specified, the unit
is submitted with all of its values, to a database. This database stores all units for
the building holding them until the optimization process begins.
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4 | unit placement

Once begun, the optimization process
takes all units from its database and sets
them to a default general location. It then
begins to measure its values and determines whether the priorities were met or
not. Below shows a visual image of how
this process would work, 1. Placing the
unit 2. Testing its values 3. Repeating.
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see video

5 | unit optimization

The optimization process works on quantitative formulas basing its decision on trying to maximize or minimize a given value.
In this process priorities are scaled values,
given a rating from 1-10. If the priority is
met perfectly, it receives a 10 if not, it receives a lower value. All priority values are
added to determine a final rating for the
optimization. Since the goal of the optimizer is to get the highest number, it will
continue to shuffle units, learning from its
past, until the best result is received.
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the tower: result

Once all values have been assembled,
and the result is optimized the towers
geometry is solidified. This finalizes the
building enabling construction to begin.
The relative ease at which the final documents are generated is thanks to the prior
setup of a framework. A framework that
established building elements and parameters that both limited and enabled users. The result, while completely unique
to its users, produced a realizable product
that successfully negotiated parameters.
This demonstrates the power of employing computation for specific jobs within a
project, because the puzzle that is these
units would not reach a near similar result
using human intuition. While humans can
deal with arrangement issues pretty well
when it comes to a minimal number of objects. 300 objects is a completely different
story. With possible 10’s of priorities and
enumerable layouts, the problem is nearly
impossible for a human even to arrange
the units in a somewhat better layout than
the default. Even a computer could not
possibly go through every option. That is
why combining intuition with computation
(evolutionary optimization process) is so
effective. It takes the best from both sides.
Intuition: The ability to learn from its history.
Computation: The ability to do thousands
of calculations per second.
The use of this tool enables the frameworks designed, to function well because
values that are input are weighed and negotiated.
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Typical Unit Floors
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{final design}

04
3.1 | program

As discussed previously, the overall program for this project is divided into two
segments, the tower and the base. The
Base acts as the service center while the
tower acts as the living center.
Tower:
The tower is a private portion of the building housing all residential units which are
accessed from a separate entrance at the
“wacker level”. At this entrance, four elevators are provided to get residents up
to their particular unit. With the exception of the mechanical floor, the tower is
strictly residential units. The recreation
area at the base is also private, providing
many services strictly to the residents of
the tower. Thus, the residents experience
can be quite private depending on their
preference. But if public space is desired,
a walk through the secured entrance into
the atrium space is all it takes.
Base:
The base is laid out in a way to capitalize on users moving through the space.
An atrium vertical circulation piece can be
seen to the right, which provides all users
with a central circulation space designed to
pull users back and forth from side to side
bringing them into as many retail environments as possible. The base level houses
the food court area and some retail stores,
while the wacker level houses the grocery
store and also some retail stores. The second level is private to access and houses
all of the resident recreation services along
with a large business
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Typical Unit Floors

Second Level

Wacker Level

Base level

Lower Level
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traffic circulation

Traffic circulation on to the site is quite
complex as the north houses a three level
street two of which are upper and lower
wacker drive, and the third is a service
road. As seen on the section to the right,
upper wacker drive is how most residents
would access the building. This works well
for this program because upper wacker
drive is basically a large turnaround road.
Traffic speed is slow and non threatening.
This creates a natural drop off/pick up area
for the residents of the tower.
Moving to the base level, the only other
street front on the building is on the east
at this level. This street also functions well
as a entrance for shoppers, because it is
a relatively low volume street. The underground parking would also be accessed
from this street.
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04
atrium circulation

As seen in the plans next, the atrium space
is a dynamic space that pushes and pulls
retail fronts and cuts vertically for natural
light. It is made up of a perimeter walkway that runs adjacent to all retail/food
spaces. Cross walkways are then added
from one side to the other to create traffic
between sides. Their location is based on
cross traffic between the larger programs
on the north side and the smaller retailers
on the south. So that as people exit the
larger spaces on the north they are faced
with a direct path to a smaller retail store
across the way. The pushing and pulling
of storefronts breaks up the linear pathway
and forces users to walk from side to side.
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On the second level, the atrium paths
double as a running track for residents, allowing them to continue their exercise indoors while the harsh winters of Chicago
are playing out.
The main resident entrance can also be
seen clearly in this view, showing the 3
story space, opening upward to the other
residential programs that go on directly
above.
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vertical circulation

The tower core is composed of four resident elevators, each servicing a selection of the tower. The core also contains
a service elevator that can be used to
move large furniture for residents. Egress
is solved by the inclusion of two stair towers within the core. These empty directly
outside on the base level.

42-48 17-41 17-41 3-15

3-49
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Lower Level

Programs:
Parking - The lower level of the building is
the only level that is actually below grade,
so naturally it provides private services for
its residents. Vehicle entry from the east
side of the building brings users down into
the parking garage. The number of parking
spots is conducive to the average number
of residence in the area that own a vehicle.
Parking spots would be sold to residents
on a first come first serve basis and would
be separate from the unit price.
Residents Storage - The lower level also
serves as a place for residents to store
items. Located behind the elevator core,
residence would be able to rent storage
space that comes in small, medium, or
large units. This storage and purchase
would also be separate from the cost of
the residential unit.
Egress:
the all important “way out” is not a problem on this level as the southeast stair
tower provides egress for half of the floor,
while the half can leave through the two
stair cores from the residential tower.
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Base Level

The base level of the building stands as the
hub for multiple points of entry. It serves
as a sole entrance from the chicago pedway from the building’s west. The building
serves as a destination located at the end
of the pedway itself. Abutting a building
to its south, wacker drive from the north,
and below grade to its west, the only at
street entrance on this level is located on
the east. This linear access from one: the
pedway to the west, and two: the street
access to the east, creates a linear atrium
used to circulate people through the retail
environment.
Programs:
Food - One piece of this environment includes a food court which is located on
this level. This provides a mixture of open
restaurant stands, open restaurants, and
an anchor restaurant space which would
be occupied by a restaurant similar to
bonefish grill. The location of this food
court on this level provides a draw for users to this area which in turn locates them
directly across from the retail spaces.
Retail - The retail spaces on this level consist of an anchor retail space similar to a
Barnes & Noble. This creates a draw to
this space pulling users through the atrium
and past the other smaller retail units. The
restaurants also provide draw to these
smaller retailers bringing in users.
Service - This level also contains the service dock and storage area for the entire
building. The area consists of a dock that
wraps the three sides to service all the
restaurants separately, and also the main
semi dock. The main dock leads into the
main loading and unloading area for the
building consisting of a freight elevator and
storage spaces.
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Egress:
This level consists of many types of egress, mainly on
either end of the atrium. but also through stair towers
on both the east and west sides of the building. Service exits are also provided separately exiting into the
loading/unloading area. This level is also where the
residential egress towers empty in a protected corridor from the stair towers to the loading/unloading
area.
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04
Wacker Drive Level

The Wacker level of the building stands as
the hub for multiple points of entry for multiple user types. This level serves as the
main entry for all residents on the north
side of the building. This provides a private
entry separate from the public accessing
the retail spaces. It also provides entry
from the many other residential towers in
the area from the west. The north side of
the building also provides pathways for
users to get to other points of entry for
the retail spaces. This includes a pathway
leading to the east side of the atrium, allowing users to enter. It also provides a
ramp leading down to the base level and
entering from the east.
Programs:
Grocery - Since this level provides the
main entrance for other residential towers in the area, the grocery store serves
as a draw for those residents. Based on
its determined customer base, it was determined that a Trader Joe’s type store
would fit best in the area. This is based
on surrounding demographics, number of
potential users, and the available amount
of square footage.
Retail - The retail spaces on this level consist of smaller retail spaces, which draws
its customers from the grocery store traffic. Circulation through the atrium is optimized to direct traffic leaving the grocery
store across the atrium, and to the retail
spaces.
Service - This level includes the freight elevator which can deliver products for the
grocery store and all retail spaces.
Residents - This is the level where most
residents enter the building. Through this
private entrance, residents travel through
the check in desk in formal lobby of the
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tower. They can either travel into the public atrium
space for shopping or head to the elevators to go up
to their units. near the elevators, they are provided
with a mail room where all residents can pick up their
mail, and a bicycle storage room, where all residents
can store their bicycles.
Egress:
This level consists of many types of egress, mainly
on either end of the atrium. But also through stair
towers on both the east and west sides of the building. Service exits are also provided separately exiting into the loading/unloading area. This level is also
where the residential egress towers empty in a protected corridor from the stair towers to the loading/
unloading area.
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04
Second Level

The second level of the building is private
in nature in that access is controlled. It
houses both the business center and the
residents recreation areas. Therefore only
residents have access to the north side of
the floor and only residents and event goers have access to the south side of the
floor.
Programs:
Business Center - This program houses
many within it including a convention center with full kitchen, and room for 300. It
also includes a lounge open to the atrium
which also provides entrance into three
conference rooms, and workstations.
These are open both for event go-ers and
for residents. On the southwest corner of
the floor, a presentation/theater room is
provide both for reservation and residents.
This can function as a movie theater for
residents to a lecture hall. The center is
accessed through the elevators on either
side of the atrium. Access is controlled by
keyfob or pass-code.
Resident Recreation - This program is
available only for residents of the tower
and paid members of the gym. It provides a full basketball court, 3 racquet ball
courts, 3 classrooms, and a full exercise
room. Locker rooms are provided as well
as a lounge.
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04
Roof Level

This level provides many services all limited strictly to residents of the tower. With
views of the city, river, and lake, it is a place
for rest and relaxation.
Program:
Resident Recreation - Under this program
lies many different services, the indoor
portion of this level to serves as the lounge
and service for the outdoor portion. It includes a lounge with pool tables, changing rooms, and restrooms. Outside, the
amenities consist of a pool, walking track,
and community garden. Lots of this garden are divided for use by any residents
that would like space. This creates a natural oasis within an urban environment and
also provides fresh food for the residents.
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04
Typical Unit Plan

As discussed previously, the typical residential floors are made up of two different
unit types, corner units and standard units.
Each floor has 4 of each type giving each
floor eight total units. Each unit contains
a utility module which doesn’t move. This
creates a vertical stack for easy transportation of utilities and conditioning. This also
has a bathroom located within this module
which also doesn’t move. Additional bathrooms can be added but this one stays in
place. Each floor is equipped with a trash
chute on the west side of the core. A large
service elevator is also located in the core
providing easy moving of large furniture or
other necessities.
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04
variation

As discussed previously, this process will
produce a different result every time. So
depending on the user group, the geometry changes. While the final selected group
can be seen in the rendering on the far
right, it is necessary to look at a few other
cases changing the user group.

user group 1

user group 1

This iteration acts as the baseline for this
projects geometry limiting the units to a
certain offset. This would bring the square
footage difference between units much
closer together, which would offer less
customization but more feasibility of construction.

user group 2

user group 2

This iteration unleashes the user to design
units with more variant in square footage.
This shows units that gradually get bigger
as it gets closer to the building center. This
accurately reflects the users with more to
spend get the prime spots (center height)
and also build bigger units.
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04
end result

This research and development of a new
process in architecture, one of frameworks, resulted in a framework of its own.
A system that, based on location, can perform a complete analysis and implementation of this specific framework. Meaning
this system could be placed anywhere
and produce a unique result. A result
strictly customized based on its users and
its context. A result that appears within
minutes of a site selection. But as misconceptions fly about the computer as the architect, one must think about the design
and process that went into the framework.
One must think about the concept and implementation strategies that went into the
framework to produce the result it did. Using the exact same data, one could design
a framework for the building to work within
and produce a completely different result.
One whose logic is completely different.
So is this not architecture? of course it is.
It is architecture utilizing a tool. A tool that
helps it perform more accurately. Just as
CAD improved our practice and the way
we designed, so does computation.
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class Authorization:
def Login(self,Email, Password):
Output={}
Em=Email
Pa=Password
Au=[Em,Pa]
Output[‘Au’]=Au
return Output
class CreateModify:
def CreateTable(self,Authorization,ColumnName,ColumnType,TableNa
me,Toggle):
Au=Authorization
cNa=ColumnName
cTy=ColumnType
tNa=TableName
T=Toggle
from ClientLogin import ClientLogin
import ftclient
from sqlbuilder import SQL
gmail=Au[0]
password=Au[1]
token=ClientLogin().authorize(gmail, password)
ft_client = ftclient.ClientLoginFTClient(token)
colmnslist={}
for i in range(len(cNa)):
colmnslist[cNa[i]]=cTy[i]
table = {tNa:colmnslist}
Table = ft_client.query(SQL().createTable(table)).split(“\n”)
T=True
tID=Table[1]
msg=”Success, You created a table Named %s with an ID of
%s”%(tNa,tID)
Output={}
Output[‘msg’]=msg
Output[‘tNa’]=tNa
Output[‘tID’]=tID
Output[‘T’]=T
return Output

Output[‘rID’]=rID
Output[‘T’]=T
return Output

def DeleteRow(self,Authorization,TableID,RowID,Toggle
#ReOrganize Variables
Au=Authorization
rID=RowID
tID=TableID
T=Toggle
from ClientLogin import ClientLogin
import ftclient
gmail=Au[0]
password=Au[1]
token=ClientLogin().authorize(gmail, password)
ft_client = ftclient.ClientLoginFTClient(token)
cols= ft_client.query(“DELETE FROM %s WHERE
ROWID=’%s’”%(tID,rID))
msg=”Success, Row %s Deleted.”%(rID)
T=True
Output={}
Output[‘msg’]=msg
Output[‘T’]=T
return Output

class Get:
def TableList(self,Authorization,Toggle):
#ReOrganize Variables
Au=Authorization
T=Toggle
import ftclient
from ClientLogin import ClientLogin
tID=[]
tNa=[]
gmail=Au[0]
password=Au[1]
token=ClientLogin().authorize(gmail, password)
ft_client = ftclient.ClientLoginFTClient(token)
results = ft_client.query(‘SHOW TABLES’)
resultslist=str.splitlines(results)
resultslist.pop(0)
for i in range(len(resultslist)):
tID.insert(i,resultslist[i].split(“,”)[0])
tNa.insert(i,resultslist[i].split(“,”)[1])
msg=’Success, you retreived %s Tables.’%(len(tID)
T=True
#Output Dictionary
Output={}
Output[‘msg’]=msg
Output[‘tID’]=tID
Output[‘tNa’]=tNa
Output[‘T’]=T
return Output

def InsertRow(self,Authorization,RowData,TableID,Toggle):
#ReOrganize Variables
Au=Authorization
rDa=RowData
tID=TableID
T=Toggle
from ClientLogin import ClientLogin
import ftclient
gmail=Au[0]
password=Au[1]
token=ClientLogin().authorize(gmail, password)
ft_client = ftclient.ClientLoginFTClient(token)
cols= ft_client.query(‘DESCRIBE %s’%(tID))
cols=cols.splitlines(0)
colum=[]
def Select(self,Authorization,TableID,Filter,OrderBy,
for i in range(1,len(cols)):
oggle):
d=(cols[i].split(“,”))[1]
#ReOrganize Variables
colum.insert(i,d)
Au=Authorization
ColumnNames=”(“
tID=TableID
for i in range(len(colum)-1):
Fil=Filter
ColumnNames=ColumnNames+”’”+colum[i]+”’”+”,”
Ord=OrderBy
if i==len(colum)-2:
Lim=Limit
ColumnNames=ColumnNames+”’”+colum[i+1]+”’”+”)”
T=Toggle
RowValues=”(“
for i in range(len(rDa)-1):
#Output Dictionary
RowValues=RowValues+”’”+rDa[i]+”’”+”,”
Output={}
if i==len(rDa)-2:
Output[‘msg’]=msg
RowValues=RowValues+”’”+rDa[i+1]+”’”+”)”
Output[‘rID’]=rID
rowdata1= ft_client.query(‘INSERT INTO %s %s VALUES %s’%(tID,C
Output[‘T’]=T
olumnNames,RowValues))
return Output
rowID=rowdata1.splitlines()
rowID.pop(0)
def Describe(self,Authorization,TableID,Toggle):
rID=rowID
#ReOrganize Variables
msg=”Success, you inserted a row into table ID %s”%(tID)
Au=Authorization
T=True
tID=TableID
Output={}
T=Toggle
Output[‘msg’]=msg
from ClientLogin import ClientLogin
Output[‘rID’]=rID
import ftclient
Output[‘T’]=T
from sqlbuilder import SQL
return Output
cNa=[]
cTy=[]
def UpdateItem(self,Authorization,TableID,RowID,ColumnName,RowDa
gmail=Au[0]
ta,Toggle):
password=Au[1]
#ReOrganize Variables
token=ClientLogin().authorize(gmail, password)
Au=Authorization
ft_client = ftclient.ClientLoginFTClient(token)
tID=TableID
rowdata1= ft_client.query(‘DESCRIBE %s’%(tID))
rID=RowID
rowID=rowdata1.splitlines()
cNa=ColumnName
rowID.pop(0)
rDa=RowData
for i in range(len(rowID)):
T=Toggle
rowID[i].split(“,”)
from ClientLogin import ClientLogin
cTy.insert(i,(rowID[i].split(“,”))[2])
import ftclient
cNa.insert(i,(rowID[i].split(“,”))[1])
gmail=Au[0]
msg=’Success,This table, %s, has %s
password=Au[1]
column(s).’%(tID,len(cTy))
token=ClientLogin().authorize(gmail, password)
T=True
ft_client = ftclient.ClientLoginFTClient(token)
#Output Dictionary
query=”UPDATE %s SET %s = ‘%s’ WHERE
Output={}
ROWID=’%s’”%(tID,cNa,rDa,rID)
Output[‘msg’]=msg
print query
Output[‘cTy’]=cTy
rowdata1= ft_client.query(query)
Output[‘cNa’]=cNa
msg=”Success, you updated an item under the column ‘%s’ in row
Output[‘T’]=T
%s”%(cNa,rID)
return Output
T=True
#Output Dictionary
def Display(self,Authorization,TableID,RowID,ColumnNa
Output={}
#ReOrganize Variables
Output[‘msg’]=msg
Au=Authorization
Output[‘rID’]=rID
tID=TableID
Output[‘T’]=T
rID=RowID
return Output
cNa=ColumnName
T=Toggle
def UpdateRow(self,Authorization,TableID,RowID,RowData,Toggle):
#ReOrganize Variables
#Output Dictionary
Au=Authorization
Output={}
rID=RowID
Output[‘msg’]=msg
rDa=RowData
Output[‘rDa’]=rDa
tID=TableID
Output[‘T’]=T
T=Toggle
return Output
from ClientLogin import ClientLogin
import ftclient
def All(self,Authorization,TableID,Toggle):
gmail=Au[0]
#ReOrganize Variables
password=Au[1]
Au=Authorization
token=ClientLogin().authorize(gmail, password)
tID=TableID
ft_client = ftclient.ClientLoginFTClient(token)
T=Toggle
cols= ft_client.query(‘DESCRIBE %s’%(tID))
cols=cols.splitlines(0)
#Output Dictionary
colum=[]
Output={}
for i in range(1,len(cols)):
Output[‘msg’]=msg
d=(cols[i].split(“,”))[1]
Output[‘rDa’]=rDa
colum.insert(i,d)
Output[‘T’]=T
Output={}
ColumnNames=”(“
return Output
for i in range(len(colum)-1):
ColumnNames=ColumnNames+”’”+colum[i]+”’”+”,”
class Filters:
if i==len(colum)-2:
def InRectangle(self,ColumnName,LowerLeftCorner,Upper
ColumnNames=ColumnNames+”’”+colum[i+1]+”’”+”)”
rner):
RowValues=”(“
cNa=ColumnName
for i in range(len(rDa)-1):
LLC=LowerLeftCorner
RowValues=RowValues+”’”+rDa[i]+”’”+”,”
URC=UpperRightCorner
if i==len(rDa)-2:
Lat1=(LLC.split(“,”))[0].replace(“{“,””)
RowValues=RowValues+”’”+rDa[i+1]+”’”+”)”
Lng1=(LLC.split(“,”))[1]
for r in range(len(colum)):
Lat2=(URC.split(“,”))[0].replace(“{“,””)
query=(“UPDATE %s SET %s=’%s’ WHERE rowid=’%s’”%(tID,colu
Lng2=(URC.split(“,”))[1]
m[i],rDa[i],rID))
Fil=”WHERE ST_INTERSECTS(%s,RECTANGLE(LATLNG(%s,%
rowdata1= ft_client.query(query)
s,%s)))”%(cNa,Lat1,Lng1,Lat2,Lng2)
msg=”Success, Row %s Updated.”%(rID)
Output={}
T=True
Output[‘Fil’]=Fil
Output={}
return Output
Output[‘msg’]=msg

e):

def InCircle(self,ColumnName,CenterLatLng,RadiusMeters):
cNa=ColumnName
Cen=CenterLatLng
Rad=RadiusMeters
Lat=(Cen.split(“,”))[0].replace(“{“,””)
Lng=(Cen.split(“,”))[1]
Fil=”WHERE ST_INTERSECTS(%s,CIRCLE(LATLNG(%s,%s),%s))”%(cN
a,Lat,Lng,Rad)
Output={}
Output[‘Fil’]=Fil
return Output

Output[‘tID’]=tID
Output[‘T’]=T
return Output

token=ClientLogin().authorize(gmail, password)
ft_client = ftclient.ClientLoginFTClient(token)
results = ft_client.query(‘SHOW TABLES’)
resultslist=str.splitlines(results)
resultslist.pop(0)
for i in range(len(resultslist)):
tID.insert(i,resultslist[i].split(“,”)[0])
tNa.insert(i,resultslist[i].split(“,”)[1])
msg=’Success, you retreived %s Tables.’%(len(tID))
T=True
#Output Dictionary
Output={}
Output[‘msg’]=msg
Output[‘tID’]=tID
Output[‘tNa’]=tNa
Output[‘T’]=T
return Output

def InsertRow(self,Authorization,RowData,TableID,Toggle):
#ReOrganize Variables
Au=Authorization
rDa=RowData
tID=TableID
T=Toggle
from ClientLogin import ClientLogin
import ftclient
def Basic(self,ColumnName,Operator,Value):
gmail=Au[0]
cNa=ColumnName
password=Au[1]
Opr=Operator
token=ClientLogin().authorize(gmail, password)
Val=Value
ft_client = ftclient.ClientLoginFTClient(token)
Fil=”WHERE”+”’”+cNa+”’ “+Opr+” ‘”+Val+”’”
cols= ft_client.query(‘DESCRIBE %s’%(tID))
Output={}
cols=cols.splitlines(0)
Output[‘Fil’]=Fil
colum=[]
def Select(self,Authorization,TableID,Filter,OrderBy,Limit,Togg
return Output
for i in range(1,len(cols)):
le):
d=(cols[i].split(“,”))[1]
#ReOrganize Variables
class OrderBy:
colum.insert(i,d)
Au=Authorization
def Offset(self,Number):
ColumnNames=”(“
tID=TableID
Nm=Number
for i in range(len(colum)-1):
Fil=Filter
Ord=”OFFSET %s”%(str(Nm))
ColumnNames=ColumnNames+”’”+colum[i]+”’”+”,”
Ord=OrderBy
Output={}
if i==len(colum)-2:
Lim=Limit
Output[‘Ord’]=Ord
ColumnNames=ColumnNames+”’”+colum[i+1]+”’”+”)”
T=Toggle
return Output
RowValues=”(“
for i in range(len(rDa)-1):
#Output Dictionary
def Descending(self,ColumnName):
RowValues=RowValues+”’”+rDa[i]+”’”+”,”
Output={}
cNa=ColumnName
if i==len(rDa)-2:
Output[‘msg’]=msg
Ord=”ORDER BY ‘%s’ DESC”%(cNa)
RowValues=RowValues+”’”+rDa[i+1]+”’”+”)”
Output[‘rID’]=rID
Output={}
rowdata1= ft_client.query(‘INSERT INTO %s %s VALUES %s’%(tID,C
Output[‘T’]=T
Output[‘Ord’]=Ord
olumnNames,RowValues))
return Output
return Output
rowID=rowdata1.splitlines()
rowID.pop(0)
def Describe(self,Authorization,TableID,Toggle):
def Ascending(self,ColumnName):
rID=rowID
#ReOrganize Variables
cNa=ColumnName
msg=”Success, you inserted a row into table ID %s”%(tID)
Au=Authorization
Ord=”ORDER BY ‘%s’ ASC”%(cNa)
T=True
tID=TableID
Output={}
Output={}
T=Toggle
Output[‘Ord’]=Ord
Output[‘msg’]=msg
from ClientLogin import ClientLogin
return Output
Output[‘rID’]=rID
import ftclient
Output[‘T’]=T
from sqlbuilder import SQL
def ByDistance(self,ColumnName,CenterLatLng):
return Output
cNa=[]
))
cNa=ColumnName
cTy=[]
Cen=CenterLatLng
def UpdateItem(self,Authorization,TableID,RowID,ColumnName,RowDa
gmail=Au[0]
Lat=(Cen.split(“,”))[0].replace(“{“,””)
ta,Toggle):
password=Au[1]
Lng=(Cen.split(“,”))[1]
#ReOrganize Variables
token=ClientLogin().authorize(gmail, password)
Ord=”ORDER BY ST_DISTANCE(‘%s’,LATLNG(%s,%s))”%(cNa,Lat,Lng)
Au=Authorization
ft_client = ftclient.ClientLoginFTClient(token)
Output={}
tID=TableID
rowdata1= ft_client.query(‘DESCRIBE %s’%(tID))
Output[‘Ord’]=Ord
rID=RowID
rowID=rowdata1.splitlines()
return Output
cNa=ColumnName
rowID.pop(0)
rDa=RowData
for i in range(len(rowID)):
class GeoCoding:
T=Toggle
rowID[i].split(“,”)
,Limit,T
def FormatAddress(self,Address):
from ClientLogin import ClientLogin
cTy.insert(i,(rowID[i].split(“,”))[2])
Add=Address
import ftclient
cNa.insert(i,(rowID[i].split(“,”))[1])
from pygeocoder import Geocoder
gmail=Au[0]
msg=’Success,This table, %s, has %s column(s).’%(tID,len(cTy))
result = Geocoder.geocode(str(Add))
password=Au[1]
T=True
Add=str(result)
token=ClientLogin().authorize(gmail, password)
#Output Dictionary
Output={}
ft_client = ftclient.ClientLoginFTClient(token)
Output={}
Output[‘Add’]=Add
query=”UPDATE %s SET %s = ‘%s’ WHERE
Output[‘msg’]=msg
return Output
ROWID=’%s’”%(tID,cNa,rDa,rID)
Output[‘cTy’]=cTy
print query
Output[‘cNa’]=cNa
def GetGeo(self,Address):
rowdata1= ft_client.query(query)
Output[‘T’]=T
Add=Address
msg=”Success, you updated an item under the column ‘%s’ in row
return Output
from pygeocoder import Geocoder
%s”%(cNa,rID)
results = Geocoder.geocode(Add)
T=True
def Display(self,Authorization,TableID,RowID,ColumnName,Toggle):
coord=str(results[0].coordinates)
#Output Dictionary
#ReOrganize Variables
coord=str.replace(coord,”(“,””)
Output={}
Au=Authorization
coord=str.replace(coord,”)”,””)
Output[‘msg’]=msg
tID=TableID
coord=str.split(coord, “,”)
Output[‘rID’]=rID
rID=RowID
lat=coord[0]
Output[‘T’]=T
cNa=ColumnName
lng=coord[1]
return Output
T=Toggle
Geo=”{“+lat+”,”+lng+”,”+”0”+”}”
Output={}
def UpdateRow(self,Authorization,TableID,RowID,RowData,Toggle):
#Output Dictionary
Output[‘Geo’]=Geo
#ReOrganize Variables
Output={}
return Output
Au=Authorization
Output[‘msg’]=msg
rID=RowID
Output[‘rDa’]=rDa
def GetAddress(self,GeoCoord):
rDa=RowData
Output[‘T’]=T
Geo=GeoCoord
tID=TableID
return Output
from pygeocoder import Geocoder
T=Toggle
Geo=Geo.replace(“{“,””).replace(“}”,””).split(“,”)
from ClientLogin import ClientLogin
def All(self,Authorization,TableID,Toggle):
lat=Geo[0]
import ftclient
#ReOrganize Variables
lng=Geo[1]
gmail=Au[0]
Au=Authorization
results = Geocoder.reverse_geocode(float(lat), float(lng))
password=Au[1]
tID=TableID
Add=str(results[0])
token=ClientLogin().authorize(gmail, password)
T=Toggle
Output={}
ft_client = ftclient.ClientLoginFTClient(token)
Output[‘Add’]=Add
cols= ft_client.query(‘DESCRIBE %s’%(tID))
#Output Dictionary
return Output
cols=cols.splitlines(0)
Output={}
colum=[]
Output[‘msg’]=msg
def ValidAddress(self,Address):
for i in range(1,len(cols)):
Output[‘rDa’]=rDa
Add=Address
d=(cols[i].split(“,”))[1]
Output[‘T’]=T
from pygeocoder import Geocoder
colum.insert(i,d)
Output={}
result = Geocoder.geocode(Add)
return Output
Val=result.valid_address
ColumnNames=”(“
Output={}
for i in range(len(colum)-1):
class Filters:
Output[‘Val’]=Val
ColumnNames=ColumnNames+”’”+colum[i]+”’”+”,”
def InRectangle(self,ColumnName,LowerLeftCorner,UpperRightCorner):
return Output
if i==len(colum)-2:
cNa=ColumnName
ColumnNames=ColumnNames+”’”+colum[i+1]+”’”+”)”
LLC=LowerLeftCorner
class GeoTools:
RowValues=”(“
URC=UpperRightCorner
def DegMinSecConvert(self,DegreeDecimals):
for i in range(len(rDa)-1):
Lat1=(LLC.split(“,”))[0].replace(“{“,””)
DD=DegreeDecimals
RowValues=RowValues+”’”+rDa[i]+”’”+”,”
Lng1=(LLC.split(“,”))[1]
Deg=int(DD)
if i==len(rDa)-2:
Lat2=(URC.split(“,”))[0].replace(“{“,””)
ame,Toggle):
inter=((DD-Deg)*60)
RowValues=RowValues+”’”+rDa[i+1]+”’”+”)”
Lng2=(URC.split(“,”))[1]
Min=int(inter)
for r in range(len(colum)):
Fil=”WHERE ST_INTERSECTS(%s,RECTANGLE(LATLNG(%s,%s),LATLNG(%s,
Sec=((inter-Min)*60)
query=(“UPDATE %s SET %s=’%s’ WHERE rowid=’%s’”%(tID,colu %s)))”%(cNa,Lat1,Lng1,Lat2,Lng2)
Output={}
m[i],rDa[i],rID))
Output={}
Output[‘Deg’]=Deg
rowdata1= ft_client.query(query)
Output[‘Fil’]=Fil
Output[‘Min’]=Min
msg=”Success, Row %s Updated.”%(rID)
return Output
Output[‘Sec’]=Sec
T=True
return Output
Output={}
def InCircle(self,ColumnName,CenterLatLng,RadiusMeters):
Output[‘msg’]=msg
cNa=ColumnName
def DegDecConvert(self,Deg,Min,Sec):
Output[‘rID’]=rID
Cen=CenterLatLng
Deg=Deg
Output[‘T’]=T
Rad=RadiusMeters
Min=Min
return Output
Lat=(Cen.split(“,”))[0].replace(“{“,””)
Sec=Sec
Lng=(Cen.split(“,”))[1]
Minutes=Min/(60)
def DeleteRow(self,Authorization,TableID,RowID,Toggle):
Fil=”WHERE ST_INTERSECTS(%s,CIRCLE(LATLNG(%s,%s),%s))”%(cNa,
Seconds=(Sec/60)/60
#ReOrganize Variables
Lat,Lng,Rad)
DD = Deg+Minutes+Seconds
Au=Authorization
Output={}
Output={}
rID=RowID
Output[‘Fil’]=Fil
Output[‘DD’]=DD
tID=TableID
return Output
return Output
T=Toggle
from ClientLogin import ClientLogin
def Basic(self,ColumnName,Operator,Value):
def LatLngToXYZ(self,LatLngCoord,LatLngOrigin,XYZOrigin):
import ftclient
cNa=ColumnName
Output={}
gmail=Au[0]
Opr=Operator
return Output
password=Au[1]
Val=Value
token=ClientLogin().authorize(gmail, password)
Fil=”WHERE”+”’”+cNa+”’ “+Opr+” ‘”+Val+”’”
def XYZToLatLng(self,XYZCoord,XYZOrigin,LatLngOrigin):
ft_client = ftclient.ClientLoginFTClient(token)
Output={}
Output={}
cols= ft_client.query(“DELETE FROM %s WHERE
Output[‘Fil’]=Fil
ROWID=’%s’”%(tID,rID))
return Output
from sqlbuilder import SQL
msg=”Success, Row %s Deleted.”%(rID)
gmail=Au[0]
T=True
class OrderBy:
password=Au[1]
Output={}
def Offset(self,Number):
rRightCo
token=ClientLogin().authorize(gmail, password)
Output[‘msg’]=msg
Nm=Number
ft_client = ftclient.ClientLoginFTClient(token)
Output[‘T’]=T
Ord=”OFFSET %s”%(str(Nm))
colmnslist={}
return Output
Output={}
for i in range(len(cNa)):
Output[‘Ord’]=Ord
colmnslist[cNa[i]]=cTy[i]
class Get:
return Output
table = {tNa:colmnslist}
def TableList(self,Authorization,Toggle):
Table = ft_client.query(SQL().createTable(table)).
#ReOrganize Variables
def Descending(self,ColumnName):
split(“\n”)
Au=Authorization
cNa=ColumnName
T=True
T=Toggle
Ord=”ORDER BY ‘%s’ DESC”%(cNa)
%s),LATLNG(%
tID=Table[1]
import ftclient
Output={}
msg=”Success, You created a table Named %s with an ID of
from ClientLogin import ClientLogin
Output[‘Ord’]=Ord
%s”%(tNa,tID)
tID=[]
return Output
Output={}
tNa=[]
Output[‘msg’]=msg
gmail=Au[0]
def Ascending(self,ColumnName):
Output[‘tNa’]=tNa
password=Au[1]
cNa=ColumnName

Ord=”ORDER BY ‘%s’ ASC”%
Output={}
Output[‘Ord’]=Ord
return Output

def ByDistance(self,ColumnNa
cNa=ColumnName
Cen=CenterLatLng
Lat=(Cen.split(“,”))[0].
Lng=(Cen.split(“,”))[1]
Ord=”ORDER BY ST_DISTANC
Output={}
Output[‘Ord’]=Ord
return Output

class GeoCoding:
def FormatAddress(self,Addre
Add=Address
from pygeocoder import G
result = Geocoder.geocod
Add=str(result)
Output={}
Output[‘Add’]=Add
return Output

def GetGeo(self,Address):
Add=Address
from pygeocoder import G
results = Geocoder.geoco
coord=str(results[0].coo
coord=str.replace(coord,
coord=str.replace(coord,
coord=str.split(coord, “
lat=coord[0]
lng=coord[1]
Geo=”{“+lat+”,”+lng+”,”+
Output={}
Output[‘Geo’]=Geo
return Output

def GetAddress(self,GeoCoord
Geo=GeoCoord
from pygeocoder import G
Geo=Geo.replace(“{“,””).
lat=Geo[0]
lng=Geo[1]
results = Geocoder.rever
Add=str(results[0])
Output={}
Output[‘Add’]=Add
return Output

def ValidAddress(self,Addres
Add=Address
from pygeocoder import G
result = Geocoder.geocod
Val=result.valid_address
Output={}
Output[‘Val’]=Val
return Output

class GeoTools:
def DegMinSecConvert(self,De
DD=DegreeDecimals
Deg=int(DD)
inter=((DD-Deg)*60)
Min=int(inter)
Sec=((inter-Min)*60)
Output={}
Output[‘Deg’]=Deg
Output[‘Min’]=Min
Output[‘Sec’]=Sec
return Output

def DegDecConvert(self,Deg,M
Deg=Deg
Min=Min
Sec=Sec
Minutes=Min/(60)
Seconds=(Sec/60)/60
DD = Deg+Minutes+Seconds
Output={}
Output[‘DD’]=DD
return Output

def LatLngToXYZ(self,LatLngC
Output={}
return Output

def XYZToLatLng(self,XYZCoor
Output={}
return Output
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Conclusion

Data surrounds us. We have access to details of all properties within a city, terrain
data for the entire earth, Detailed Census
Data, economic statistics, crime statistics
and human opinion. We now have the ability to see every intimate detail of hundreds
of millions of peoples lives. We can see
images of almost anywhere on the earth
Whether it be through satellite images or
images taken on a family vacation. We can
access statistical data that tells us what
people are thinking on politics and other
issues. We can find the answer to almost
any medical question imaginable. So what
do we do with it? We employ it.
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